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C25 It Was a Sudden Change for Me

"Xia Jinsheng, where did you go? "You …" Gu Nanchen's angry voice came out from
the phone, resonating with the listeners.

"Forty minutes late, right?" Xia Jinsheng picked her ears, and naturally took over Gu
Nanchen's words. In any case, he was not in front of her, so she couldn't help but feel
more at ease.

"Do you know where I am going?" Gu Nanchen's tone was not too good, and one
could feel his anger from his tone.

second uncle had clearly seen Lu Jun's arrival this morning. Wasn't this clearly asking
the obvious?

"Where else can I go? Isn't it just having breakfast with Lu Jun? " Xia Jinsheng lazily
leaned on her seat. She could roughly guess what Gu Nanchen meant, seeing that she
had been gone for so long, she must have misunderstood something.

It takes so long to eat? Xia Jinsheng had already made up her mind to keep it a secret
from him. With a thump in her heart, she enunciated word by word: "Once you're at
the company, immediately come here."

"Oh." Xia Jinsheng replied listlessly. Her extremely dull response made Gu Nanchen
even more unhappy, but in order to not show how much importance he placed on her,
he angrily hung up the phone.

Xia Jinsheng looked at the phone that had a black screen on it, the bangs on her
forehead covered her expression, she was feeling complex emotions, as though there
would be a battle to fight later.

Standing under the door of the company that the Gu Family belonged to was clearly a
familiar place, yet Xia Jinsheng had the urge to escape.

Her phone rang again, Gu Nanchen's cold voice came out, just one word, it was simple.

"Come up."



She raised her head and looked at the place where she had been standing dozens of
stories high. There was a faint shadow there, and it didn't take her long to retract her
gaze. The dazzling sunlight made her unable to open her eyes.

For her own safety, Xia Jinsheng called his assistant from the elevator, asking him to
bring a cup of coffee to Gu Nanchen's office later and explain the taste.

Who knew that the little assistant on the other end of the phone would be so excited,
she directly screamed at Xia Jinsheng, "Ah, Boss Gu, he's back!"

Xia Jinsheng ignored the phone and separated it from her ear for a distance, then
immediately cut off the call.

What should he do if he had a crazy underling? Online and other requirements, it was
quite urgent.

"Knock, knock ~ ~"

She walked all the way to the beautifully decorated office and knocked on the door.
Gu Nanchen's mellow voice came out from inside.

"Come in."

Carefully opening the door, Xia Jinsheng stuck her head into the big office and
squeezed into half of her body. Tch, there was only Gu Nanchen in the huge, simple
and fresh western European style office.

"You're here?" Gu Nanchen's tone was extremely calm and gentle, like a jade green
lake. However, Xia Jinsheng was sensitive enough to notice the ripples on the surface
of the water as the wind blew.

There was suppressed anger in his voice.

"second uncle, what orders do you have for me?" Xia Jinsheng was aware of this fact,
and immediately began to play with Gu Nanchen.

"Come here."

Gu Nanchen's tone was the same as before, there was no difference at all.

Xia Jinsheng hesitated for a moment, but still eagerly jogged to Gu Nanchen's side like
a clumsy penguin. Xia Jinsheng swore that if it wasn't to please him, she wouldn't have
ignored her image.



"second uncle, what's the matter? I have to go to work. "

"Hmm?" Gu Nanchen softly snorted, immediately causing Xia Jinsheng to stiffen her
body.

"Do you know what your mistake was?" Gu Nanchen did not raise his head but instead,
his gaze was focused on a document, as though he was lecturing a child who had done
something wrong.

She also happily lowered her head, anxiously pulling at the corner of her clothes, and
quietly muttered, "I know, I shouldn't have been late."

"Very good." Gu Nanchen lightly tapped his chin, and finally raised his head,
"Knowing the law is a crime, but committing one more crime."

Just by hearing his words, Xia Jinsheng knew that there was nothing good going on.
She braced herself and asked, "So?"

"Deduct your salary for this month."

Gu Nanchen calmly said those words, but Xia Jinsheng was no longer calm. He
excitedly slapped his hand on the desk and looked at him angrily, "What are you
joking about? Deduct all my salary for this month? "

It had to be known that the earnings of the Gu's Group employees were extremely
considerable, so it was needless to say that she, the vice minister of personnel
department and the granddaughter of the Master Gu, earned a monthly salary. Adding
that to the seventy to eighty percent of the salary, it was already equivalent to three
months of salary for an ordinary white-collar worker.

This meant that he was going to cut off her source of income and let her drink the wind.

Uncle can endure, aunt can't.

"Hmm?" Gu Nanchen stretched out the word's syllable, which sounded extremely
alluring.

Xia Jinsheng's heart skipped a beat. Under Gu Nanchen's emotionless gaze, she
immediately retracted his hand and stood obediently at the side, as if he was going to
let Gu Nanchen do whatever he wanted.

At this moment, the assistant knocked on the door while trembling. In her hand was a
cup of freshly brewed coffee, and a warm and fragrant aroma wafted in the air.



Gu Nanchen's movements paused, seeing that there was hope, Xia Jinsheng
immediately brought the cup of coffee in the hands of the small assistant, trying to
please him.

"second uncle, have some coffee." Xia Jinsheng supported her cheeks with her palm,
bowing her head obediently.

He did not even look at it as she lowered her head to busy herself. This caused Xia
Jinsheng to feel defeated, what was going on, wasn't the coffee grinded from this
coffee bean Gu Nanchen's favorite taste?

Sad? What was going on? Xia Jinsheng was stunned for a long time, but she still did
not take the next step.

Seeing that she was still tangled on the cup of coffee, Gu Nanchen slapped the
document on Xia Jinsheng's head and scolded her, "If you don't have sincerity, go and
grind it yourself."

Well, that was the problem.

Xia Jinsheng accepted her fate and grinded a cup of coffee for Gu Nanchen, then
bowed her head to please him for a long time, causing Gu Nanchen's expression to
soften. After settling this huge Buddha, she tremblingly returned to her desk to start
her day's work.

Time flew by quickly from the tip of her finger, and at night, Lu Jun came to pick her
up. According to the plan, Xia Jinsheng left Lu Jun to eat at the Gu household, and
they all started to love each other in front of the crowd unconsciously.

Not only that, for the next few days, the two of them continued to be in this kind of
situation for a few days. The Gu family members would even tease Lu Jun and her for
a while, but after a while, they no longer felt anything new, and slowly started to treat
Lu Jun as a part of their family.

Amongst these people, there was only one person whose face was so dark it looked as
if it had fallen from head to toe. This person was Gu Nanchen.

When it was the countless number of times Xia Jinsheng brought Lu Jun back to his
house and sat on the sofa with a salad in his hands, eating one mouthful after another,
Gu Nanchen finally exploded.

"Xia Jinsheng, bring this man back to me immediately."

Xia Jinsheng curled her lips. She wanted to retort, but the woman's sensitive sixth



nerve told her that Gu Nanchen's current aura was extremely strange.

She obediently followed his orders and drove Lu Jun out of the Gu household.

If it was only this, that would have been fine. But half an hour later, when Xia
Jinsheng returned to the Gu household, there was another person who should not have
appeared in the hall.

With just a glance at the person in front of him, Xia Jinsheng's entire soul was almost
lost.

A wave of anger rushed to Xia Jinsheng's brain, causing all the blood in Xia Jinsheng's
body to boil.

"Xia!" Scram! "Scram!"

Who else could be in the living room but the little guy? In just a blink of an eye, she
had already appeared in the Gu household, causing Xia Jinsheng to feel an
unprecedented sense of danger.

"Mommy, you're back." Xia Guanghan happily sat on Gu Nanchen's thigh, every cell
in the little guy's body was filled with factors of happiness.

The little guy who was only three years old hadn't grown up yet. The baby fat on his
face still existed, which made the little guy even more lively and adorable.

Even though he was sitting beside Gu Nanchen, this outstanding and unfeeling guy,
his roiling temperament was not concealed at all, and became a miserable foil.

Xia Jinsheng did not soften her heart at all because of the little guy's begging. Instead,
she became even more furious and slapped her forehead. The little guy's eyes
immediately turned red from grievance.

"lovely kid, quickly explain everything."

Fortunately, the old man had already went out today. If Gu Jun saw him, Xia Jinsheng
didn't even dare to imagine what would happen next.

The little guy bit his lips in grievance. Gu Nanchen could no longer bear to watch any
longer, so he took the initiative to help her out, "I was the one who brought her here."

"Oh, so that's how it is." Xia Jinsheng pretended to be calm as she replied, but her
heart was pounding like a drum. He didn't understand why she brought the little fellow
over.



She wasn't sure if Gu Nan Feng had discovered something or not.

"Scram. Come, come." Xia Jinsheng called out to the little girl, but Xia Guang didn't
seem to pay much attention to her. Not knowing when, the little girl had already stood
on the same front as Gu Nan Feng, and was reluctant to come down while leaning on
him.

Xia Jinsheng was depressed. She had raised a child for so many years, yet she had
betrayed her in less than an afternoon.

And Gu Nanchen, who was in complete contrast to her, was hugging a small ball in his
arms. With his deflated expression, he immediately wiped away the gloom from his
face, and felt completely refreshed.

While the matters of Xia Guang had not been settled, Lu Jun who had already left
seemed to think that Xia Jinsheng still had more things to deal with, and thus, was
busy creating more trouble for her.

"Hello, what's the matter?" Because it was his call, Xia Jinsheng specifically went to
the side to pick up the phone.

Lu Jun's hesitant voice sounded out from the phone: "Xia Jinsheng, I thought about it,
we shouldn't cooperate."

When Xia Jinsheng heard it, she even had the heart to throw the phone away.
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